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Executive Summary:
The year 2011 brought good news for achieving satisfactory results in terms of Millennium
Development Goals (MDG)-2 because it was observed that within a decade from 2000 to 2011,
a decline from 102 million to 57 million in drop out of out of schools children and primary
education reached to 90 percent. This was all due to tireless endeavors and political will of
states, NGOs and Communities as a whole. In order to
In order to ensure that, by 2015, children everywhere, boys and girls alike, will be able to
complete a full course of primary schooling, IRC in this regard joined hands with Oxfam GB to
achieve MDG goal 2 in three tehsils of District Kamber-Shahdadkot and identified 2 girls and 3
boy’s school, comprising of a strength of 572 boys and 627 girls in flood affected areas of
district and rehabilitated them after a detailed baseline, broad based meetings with
government and communities and by using DRR components and transparent process as well as
the tendering rules and regulations, set by Sindh Province.
The enrolment of all these selected schools had regularly been tracked in collaboration with
district government officials at grassroots level. The involvement of district government and
relevant communities in project activities were the hallmark of the project PKNC60.
Strategically the schools situated in outskirts and slum areas, having low enrolment and
illiterate communities were selected on priority basis, the filed team carried out social
mobilization sessions throughout project implementation to sensitize the communities to enroll
as many girls as possible. The active involvement of trained construction committees during
construction process ensured the quality construction through need based changes in BOQs of
overall 5 schools, at many times, the poor work was stopped by CC and SMC due to use of low
quality material. The project budget was cost effectively utilized and innovative ideas of wall
chalking, involvement of children in SMC trainings, Use of indigenous media for promoting
health activities at schools and homes, integrating the project activities with another ongoing
project of xfam GB, Creating junior leaders in collaboration with another project of Oxfam GB
with WE CAN, tree plantation were introduced, which attracted not only to students, rather
local communities and district government officials. As a result, the models were showcased to
district government officials during inauguration visits and the model was recommended by
tehsil level district government officials to higher authorities in written. Besides, the district
government officials came to know the issues of schools and SMCs. For instance, the SDEO
approved the appointment of a teacher at GPS Sijawal Magsi and ensured the punctuality of
already appointed teachers in schools.
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During rehabilitation process, scrap material was auctioned at competent rates through
participation of SMC, CC and IRC engineer. The amount obtained from schools was used for
newly construction of a dilapidated ladder, which enabled 17 girls and 22 boys’ students to
reach their class, situated on 2nd floor.
For project ownership by government officials, regular coordination meetings have been
organized at UC, Tehsil and district level. Every newly appointed official were formally
introduced regarding project interventions and outcomes. Similarly, in the last quarter of the
project, 3 meetings were conducted with DEO, Superintendent Engineer and Assistant Director
planning & Development (P&D) and the list of rehabilitated schools by Oxfam and IRC were
shared for recognition on RSU website.
The project has closely been monitored by IRC higher management regularly and as a result of
such visits, the project progress was critically discussed and issues were resolved. Due to such
visits, sports materials, received from completed regional projects, were distributed in selected
schools of Dubai areas and sports week were celebrated in 5 schools and physical activities
were promoted. Besides, the damaged furniture was replaced and repaired through vendors.
In order to promote discover based and scientific teaching methods in selected schools , 6 days
training workshop was organized for teachers and para teacher of selected DC schools on two
contemporary subjects of Science and Math by trained resource persons and ensured enabling
learning environment in all schools by providing teaching kits, consisted of English to Sindhi
Dictionary, Calculator, Stapler, Glue Stick, Colors, IEC material Charts for animal, ABC, Science
and Numbers, Abacus and Geometry Box. The teaching kits enabled teachers to deliver
mathematical and scientific concepts through learning material, which was quite easiest as
comparing to conventional methods of chalk and talk teaching methods.
One of the major reason behind drop out of girl students is unavailability of female teachers in
government schools, hence, in order to fill the gender disparity gap, irc conducted tests and
interviews in selected two communities for appointment of para teachers and appointed two
talented female para teachers in GGPS Sanjr Bhatti and GGPS Qubo Saeed Khan, due to this 25
girls were retained in GGPS Sanjr Bhatti and 52 female students were retained at GGPS Qubo
Saeed Khan.
For an effective school based planning, budgeting, governance and accountability, 10 SMC
members from selected 5 SMCs of DC schools were trained on SMC Structure, TORs, Advocacy,
Gender and Violence. The training was grafted with TOP project’s 50 schools and first time
children were also involved in the training workshop and trained on advocacy meeting with
district government officials. The trained SMC members developed their SIPs, conducted 15
general body meetings and held 08 coordination meetings for resolving their SMC funds with
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line department. Successfully conducted meetings resulted into transfer of SMC funds and
purchasing sign boards, water motors for schools.
For supplementing the campaign process and sharing the data with decision makers, a
qualitative research was carried out by irc consultant in selected schools and communities of
Oxfam’s another project pknc59. According to research, due to construction committee models
in DC & Top schools, the community especially females got confidence to express their voice
and ensured participation in school related activities and issues. Besides, the grafting of junior
leader conference (JLCs) enabled youngsters to get exposure beyond kamber-shahdadkot. The
awareness raising on right to education (RTE) bill among SMC created massive awareness at
community level.
Strengthening children clubs was not a budgeted activity of neither PKNC60 nor PKNC59 project
but for creating pressure groups for ensuring quality education in all government schools, the 5
children clubs, consisted of 100 members were trained and strengthened. The children clubs
were became able to recognize their basic rights, got awareness on RTE and advocacy and
conducted 12 sessions with their members. Still, there is a long way to strengthen the children
clubs and it should have been a budgeted activity.
The WASH baseline findings resulted into promoting health & hygiene through activity based
health and hygiene sessions, sensitizations and distribution of health kits among 527 students.
The capacity building of whole school on health and hygiene and awareness raising culminated
into health awareness among children and parents. The students inculcated the concepts of
using local resources and dustbins as well as water purification methods through ICE material.
Besides achievements in the project, there were certain lessons learnt as well, for instance,
there should have been a specific budget for SC Alliance linkages with government officials and
formation and strengthening of the children clubs for advocacy initiatives and the DC schools
tender should have been advertised in national newspapers, the grafting of the tendering with
PKNC59 affected the transparency and accountability.
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Progress Update
Outcome 1:
Five school improvement models (that incorporate disaster resilience) strengthen process of
evidence based advocacy for wider replicability and policy change

Output 1.1
Five disaster resilient Whole School Improvement Models are setup and showcased in flood
affected areas of Shahdadkot.
Securing Schools as a safe place for growth and development

Outcome 1:
05 school improvement models (that incorporate disaster resilience) strengthen process of
evidence based advocacy for wider replication and policy change.

Output 1.1
05 disasters resilient Whole School Improvement Models are setup and showcased in
Shahdadkot
Undoubtedly the unavailability of basic life facilities & poor governance in public institutions are
a major cause of illiteracy & unstable socioeconomic conditions in Pakistan but such dismal
situation can be changed with political will and equal community participation. Hence, under
the public private partnership, Indus Resource Centre with the financial and technical support
of Oxfam GB strengthened the 2 Girls and 3 Boys primary schools in flood affected and
backward areas of district kamber-Shahdadkot through quality construction and improved
facilities.
The school selection was based on following criteria,
1. More than 70 households
2. Not more than 50% damaged schools Building
3. Girls School
4. Flood affected
5. High ratio of Girls Drop out
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Following schools were finalized after a detailed baseline survey in 03 floods prone and affected
tehsils of district kamber-shahdadkot and after detailed discussion and consultation with works
& services department W&S department Kamber-Shahdadkot,
1. GGPS Sanjr Bhatti- UC Jamali
2. GPS Sahb Khan Lashari-UC Silra
3. GPS Railway Colony- UC Silra
4. GPS Sijawal Magsi- UC Qubo Saeed Khan
5. GGPS Qubo Saeed Khan- UC Qubo Saeed Khan

Table 1: Enrolment Tracking Sheet Information PKNC60
Boys

Girls

March 2013

450

581

April 2013

431

501

May 2013

329

471

August 2013

402

396

September 2013

431

494

October 2013

460

483

November 2013

483

514

December 2013

592

592

January 2013

548

600

Baseline Survey Enrolment

572

627

Throughout the project implementation, the enrolment of all selected Dubai cares project was
tracked in collaboration with supervisors of education department and trained SMC members.
The enrolment tracking activity was conducted every monthly to measure the impact of project
on enrolment. The enrolment used to go up and down throughout the project implementation
due to seasonal crop harvesting, Poverty, cultural festival and summer vacation. The ups and
downs resulted into raising awareness on importance of education and gender at selected 5
communities with parents and SMC members.
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Brief Profile of 5 schools
S#

Name of school

1

GPS Railway Colony

2

GPS Sahib Khan Lashari

3

GGPS Sanjar Bhatti

GGPS Qubo Saeed Khan
GPS Sijawal Magsi

Scope of Work
Repair of whole school building, Raising 2’ boundary wall, Repair of
existing toilets and construction of new toilet for boys and girls,
Replacement of roof in 3 rooms, white wash and paint, Provision of
water supply schemes, furniture, CC Block and Plantation, Repair of
existing veranda
Dismantling the existing RCC roof of two ground floor rooms and 1 st floor
room and replacement with RCC, Dismantling of 4’ damaged boundary
wall, Water proof roofing, provision of furniture, CC Block and White
Wash, Repair of toilet, Flooring
Repair of existing class room, provision of additional class room of 16x24
with veranda, white wash and paint, construction of new boundary wall
and toilet, provision of furniture and plantation, white wash
Repair of whole school building, flooring of 3 class rooms, 3 store rooms,
flooring of veranda, construction of new toilet, provision of furniture
Provision of additional room of 16x24 with veranda and construction of
new boundary wall, repair of existing class room, water supply, white
wash, provision of furniture

Total

Figure 2: Before

Figure 1: After
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Figure 3: Before

Making flood resistant Infrastructures

Figure 4: After

District kamber-Shahdadkot was the 2nd largest second flood affected district in year 2011 in
terms of affected government schools. In addition, it had also suffered worst from a super flood
in 2007 too, which changed the socioeconomic conditions of the district. Lack of DRR
knowledge and information resulted into huge infrastructure destruction.
In order to avoid the infrastructural destruction especially in government schools, Indus
Resource Centre (IRC) with technical assistance from Oxfam GB integrated following DRR
components in newly constructed schools,
Raised platform:
The recent flood water had rushed into the school building and damaged the classroom walls,
existing furniture and flooring, therefore, it was decided that the flooring level will be raised
from 4 to 6 feet from ground in each school to minimize risk of submergence of classrooms and
demolishing other schools equipments and building as well as well it would protect building
foundation as well.
Damp Proof Course (DPC): The damp proof course (DPC) was provided into the school building
as well as the boundary wall to prevent water and salts rising in the wall which could damage
the brick masonry.
Brick Soling: it was observed that the flood water had rushed into the school building and
stayed there for months, as a result, the foundation of school building were affected due to
seepage of water in ground, therefore, the idea of brick soling, mud plaster and CC blocks were
provided in all newly rehabilitate schools, it would help to minimize seepage of water under the
ground in case of rain and floods.
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Ratio of Mortar: 1.2.3. Ratio was used in overall construction work to improve the thickness so
that the earthquake could be resisted and schools remain safe and secure for the children as
well as for IDPs during emergency situation.
Water Proofing: Water proofing of roof consisting of earth, mud plaster, cement/sand plaster,
hot bitumen and tiles grouted with cement sand plaster ensured the protection against
seepage of water to the structure during rain and didn’t developed any cracks.
Vertical Damp Proof Course
it was provided around the building to protect the foundation as well as the walls from the
effect of rain, flood and moisture.
Plinth protection:
It is a low plat form providing around the building. It served as an additional barrier between
the foundation and the water.
Improved boundary wall design:
It was observed during technical assessment that inappropriate wall thickness resulted in
overturning of the wall (4-1.2 inch thick) even with low level floods as it does not resistance to
floods and bear of pressure of water. So in all construction work, thickness had been increased
from 4-1/2 inch to 9 inch for better resistance. In addition to that, closely spaced masonry
columns were provided for additional strengths. Wider foundation was provided for increased
stability and to prevent against overturning. Cement concrete brick or stone ballast of ratio
(1:3:6) was provided for better support to building as well as boundary wall. First class bricks
were used by the contractors on the demand of IRC engineer and pressure of trained
construction committee (CC) in the construction as they had little water absorption capacity
and structures made from first class bricks were less damaged by moisture.
Besides, the bricks were sent to Mehran University Laboratory, situated in Mehran University
Jamshoor Sindh, following were the findings from the tests







Average strength of bricks in GGPS Qambrani is about 63 Kg / cm2
Average strength of bricks in GGPS Sanjar Bhatti is about 75 Kg / cm2
Strength in both cases is above the required 50 Kg / cm2 min. requirement and is OK.
Average water absorption in GGPS Qambrani is 23 %
Average water absorption in GGPS Sanjar Bhatti is 22%
The allowable limit for water absorption for first class bricks is 20% . So this parameter is slightly
above the requirement but is acceptable. Longer curing for brick masonry is recommended for
ongoing works. This included both pre-construction and post-construction curing
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Tree Plantation:
In order to promote the DRR component of tree plantation in newly rehabiited schools in
Dubaicares projhect, 124 korno Plants were brought from khairpur and planted in following
schools to reinforced to reduce damage by floods as well as to keep the ground water low and
to prevent soil erosion,
1.
2.
3.
4.

GGPS Sanjr Bhatti
GPS Railway Colony
GPS Sijawal Magsi
GGPS Qubo Saeed Kha

Recommendation for replication of the model for District Government
Throughout construction period, the schools had regularly been visited by district government
officials, consisted of District Education officer (DEO), Sub-Divisional officer (SDEO), Supervisors
and Visiting judiciary representatives while school inspection.
All the visiting officials appreciated the DRR & CC model of construction by IRC & Oxfam GB and
recommended to works and service department (W&S) (which is primarily responsible for
school construction in every district) in written. As a result, the W&S department has replaced
the RCC roofs with T-Irons in newly construction of schools as well as the mortar mixing and
community participation is observed in few communities.
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1: School Inauguration by SDO
Soon after completion of rehabilitation work of Dubai Cares Schools in Shahdadkot, the handing
over ceremonies is organized in which all DC schools are formally inaugurated by district
government officials, so that the government first of all recognize the school models of Oxfam
GB and replicate such models into their upcoming development schemes at district level,
secondly, the government officials would remain aware about the issues of unavailability of
teachers and SMC Funds of newly rehabilitated schools and thirdly during such interaction with
government officials, the coordination is strengthened.
In pursue of the trend, GPS Sijawal Magsi was also inaugurated by Sub-Divisional Officer SDEO
Education, Mr. Mehmood Brohi. The community of GPS Sijawal Magsi hardly used to send their
girls to school due to lack of knowledge and a belief that there is no importance of educating
females. That’s a reason that there is not a single women professional at community level but
nowadays. 15 girls have been enrolled and due to extensive community mobilization, the
nearby community is also sending their girls.
Before interventions, the school building was consisted of a single class room, without
boundary wall, but IRC with the Support of Dubai Cares provided one extra room of 16x24
along with veranda, boundary wall, water supply scheme for drinking and sanitation purpose &
new furniture, consisted of desks, chairs and cupboards.
During inauguration of school, the existing teacher requested the SDEO to provide another
teacher so that both teachers could manage the two classes. The SDEO approved the request
and provided an extra class teacher.
“I don’t think so that district government would be able to build the same quality school
building structre in our tehsil elsewhere, there is only one structure, left out by Hindu
community during partition, which can be resembled with GPS Sijawal Magsi, otherwise, it
has been observed that newly constructed schools by works and services department are
damaged within few years due to poor construction material and lack of check and balance
by district government officials” Bakhr Magsi, Teacher GPS Siawal Magsi.
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2: Scrap Material amount utilization by SMC Members:
GPS Sahib Khan Lashari School was rehabilitated under PKNC-60, after starting the construction
work, the scrap material was obtained due to dismantling the existing dilapidated RCC roof and
was auctioned in presence of School Management Committee (SMC) and General Body
members and IRC Engineer. Hence, there was only a bidder who gave highest price of Rs. 81000
of the whole scrap and he was handed over the material, so, the amount was received and
transferred in the account of SMC members.

Figure 5: New construction of stairs at GGPS Sahib Khan Lashari

Though, the school building was repaired and an additional class room was also provided to
school but there was stair, which couldn’t due to insufficient amount in BOQ, therefore, the
SMC members of GPS Sahib Khan lashari conducted a meeting and collectively decided to
dismantle the stair and construct a new one. An amount of Rs. 79300 is spent on dismantling
and construction of new stair by SMC Sahb Khan Lashari.
There was utmost need to dismantle the stair because it was built improperly caused injuries to
many students and now the children could easily access to their class-room, which is on 2nd
floor of the building.
The SMC was trained already in terms of quality assurance of the building by IRC during
rehabilitation process of schools; therefore, the construction of the stairs was also monitored
regularly by SMC and now it is being used by the whole school.
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“Unbalanced construction of the stair injured many students in our school
mostly children had fear but school administration hadn’t access for its
reconstruction but when we got Scrap material amount IRC suggested us to
utilize that amount for new construction of stair which will help students for
easy access. And we SMC members collectively took decision and now our
students have no fear to get injured again.” (Head teacher Allah Rakhio
Jhuror)
“IRC and Oxfam has done great job of rehabilitation GPS Sahib khan lashari
which was unexpected by government side .the transparency which we have
shown in IRC work is remarkable if government department would construct
our school then scrap material amount would be corrupted but now we have
full authority to utilize that amount with our own accord for the betterment of
school”.(SMC chairperson)

3.Coordination Meeting With DEO (Education)
Since project inception, coordination with education department has been emphasized for a
close liaison with district government officials. Due to immediate transfer of Ex-District
Education Officer (DEO) at district level, it was decided to conduct orientation as well as
coordination meeting with newly appointed district education officer regarding on-going
projects in his respective district by IRC & Oxfam GB in education. The meeting was also
accompanied by male & female SDEOs of selected tehsils too because much of routine
coordination remained with tehsil level officials and who are more knowledgeable regarding
IRC & Oxfam GB interventions and can officially share with SDEO.
A detailed PowerPoint presentation on every project was also shared with DEO Education Mr
Asghar Ali Lighari in is office at kamber. The orientation meeting resulted into a visit plan by
DEO to newly rehabilitated schools by IRC & Oxfam GB. DEO appreciated the work of IRC a lot
and further he said to give his feedback on IRC & Oxfam’s work after his field visit.

4.Coordination Meeting With newly appointed Assistant Director P&D
It is learnt that continuous linkages and coordination with district government officials ensure
the participation of key stakeholders at every stage of ongoing projects by IRC at district level.
Due to such linkages, access to official information regarding education budget, resolution of
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SMC issues, Government Contractor’s Issues, Duplication of interventions and occupation of a
school by police stations have been resolved.
Hence, a coordination meeting was also held with Assistant Director Planning & Development,
Dr Sarfarz Sheikh, with whom, a detailed power point presentation and the list of newly
rehabilitated schools under Dubai Cares & Top Project was also shared with Dr.Sarfarz, who
appreciated the interventions and ensured his complete support and collaboration and vowed
to visit newly rehabilitated schools and committed to spare time for interaction with SC Alliance
members as well.
5. Sharing the list of newly Rehabilitated schools with Superintendant Engineer Works &
Services Department.

In order to avoid duplication by district government, a list of total rehabilitated schools of
PKNC60 project was shared with newly appointed superintendant engineer of works & services
department kamber-Shahdadkot district. So that, the newly appointed head of the department
could have an idea of our interventions too.
However, Superintendant Engineer was also invited to visit newly rehabilitated school models
by Oxfam and IRC. It can also give an idea to Works & Services Department (WSD) so that the
department ensures the replication of such model in government schools as well at district
level because the school buildings are also declared IDPs during emergencies of floods in
Shahdadkot and the district has been remained disaster prone area since 2007.

6.Monitoring Visits by Higher Management of IRC

To ensure that the project is being
implemented timely and required outputs are
achieved systematically by project team,
monitoring and facilitation has also been
carried out monthly by IRC senior
management.
The Executive Director of IRC & Regional
Manager, visited all DC newly rehabilitated
schools, interacted with CC members,
Figure 6 During Progress Sharing Meeting Mr. Saleem
Children Clubs and Teachers and got briefing
Ahmed Lashari (R.M) giving his suggestions to Staff
over the impact of rehabilitation on retention of
children and gave his valuable feedback to project team.
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The Executive Director raised concerns on provided furniture to 5 DC schools and ordered the
vendor to repair the damaged furniture, on the other hand, the RM appreciated the idea of
plantation a lot and advised to SMC members to bring fruity trees and Neem trees for children
attraction and protection from hot scorching sun in summer season and classes can be run
beneath the shade if there is no light and electricity breakdown.
The sports material, obtained from completed regional projects of IRC, was sent to 5 DC schools
and the SMC organized the sports week and ensured the physical activities at their schools.

The article 25 describes that it is the obligation of government to
ensure enabling learning environment for better teaching learning in
schools.
The recent ASER survey indicates that even the basic literacy and numeracy competencies are
not imparted to the students and their test results are not more than 20%.

Output 1.2
Enabling learning environment in 05 schools is ensured through provision of required
essential teaching & learning materials including furniture.

7. Teaching and learning material:
In order to enable the teachers to impart quality education in selected schools of PKNC60, 6
days training workshop was organized for capacity building of teachers on two most challenging
subjects of Science and Math. Besides, teaching kits, consisted of English to Sindhi Dictionary,
Calculator, Stapler, Glue Stick, Colors, IEC material Charts for animal, ABC, Science and
Numbers, Abbacus and Geometry Box were also provided to trained teachers so that they can
deliver quality education in their schools.
All these attempts culminated into a learning environment in selected schools, a teacher, who
used to avoid teaching the subjects like science and Math, are now teaching their students
confidently by drawing upon the IEC materials
The students in selected schools are now learning through Information Education
Communication (IEC) materials and enjoying their studies as well, on the other hand, the
teachers have also found it an easiest way to disseminate the information.
During classroom observation, certain mathematical and scientific concepts were tested and
it is found that not all but a good number of students resolve the mathematical concepts and
told scientific concepts as well.
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Figure 7: Grade 2 and 3 Students are learning the numbers
through IEC material at GGPS Qubo saeed khan

Figure 8: Mr.Bakhar, Teacher GPS Sijawal Magsi, facilitating his
students to understand animal chart

8. Balancing Teacher and Student Ratio
As per Sind Sector Plan 2013- SECP report, the percentage of male teaching staff as comparing
to female teaching staff in primary schools of Sind is highest, which is a high gender disparity
and due to that a high proportion of girl students are especially out of schools whereas
hundreds of thousands leave before passing grade 5th grade particularly in rural areas of Sind.
Similar situation prevails in kamber-Shahdadkot district as well where for 1680 schools, there
are only 4239 teachers and out of them only 828 are females. Sources: Reform Support Unit
Taking this into account, two female para teachers were also appointed in two selected schools
(GGPS Qubo & GGPS Sanjr Bhatti) in PKNC60 project because both schools are situated in rural
areas of kamber-Shahdadkot district. As a result, In GGPS Sanjr Bhatti, only 59 girls were
regularly attending classes, on the other hand, 25 were not due to congested classroom and
improper attention of single government teacher. However, soon after appointment of para
teacher and repair of existing class room, remaining all 25 students started attending the
school.
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Besides, the only girl’s primary school in the centre of Qubo Saeed Khan City has been nonfunctional since many years due to unavailability of sufficient number of female teachers and
hence the school was giving a deserted look, though the government had appointed 5 female
teachers there but only 2 female teachers used to come.
So, on the request of School administration and community, IRC provided a female para
teacher to balance student and teacher ratio in GGPS Qubo and since appointment of para
teacher, 52 students have been retained into their classrooms. The total enrolment of school is
167.
“It’s a great change in my life after getting opportunity of
becoming Para teacher at GGPS Sanjar Bhatti because I had
never experienced teaching before. when I completed my
matriculation my parent decided to marry me and I was
disappointed and discontinued further education but when IRC
conducted test and interviews in my village and offered me the
job of a Para teacher. That was a good day for my continuiety of
my career as well. I want to see my children espceailly girls to
seek higher education and spread the importance of girls
education around our village” Safia Bhatti Para teacher From
GGPs Sanjar Bhatti

9. Enrolment Tracking
To observe the retention in all D.C selected 5 schools, enrollment is being tracked on monthly
basis from nursery to five classes.
During reporting 6th quarter, having conducted the activity of enrolment tracking, it is analyzed
that In the month of March, every year, annual exams are conducted, the new enrollment
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starts from April to May. Government schools have been enrolling the children in these three
months. The difference in enrolment of May and June months is due to summer vacations.
Government of Sindh had announced summer vacations from 15th June to 15th august. Hence,
the enrollment also reduced because of vacation announcements and seasonal harvesting as
well. Recently, the October to November enrolment of GGPS Sanjar Bhatti and GPS Sijawal
Magsi is suffered due to harvesting season at community level because majority of families in
both communities are dependent on agriculture. The enrollment for the month of December
has not been taken due to sudden winter vacation from 1st to 8th January.

Output 1.3
Process of effective school based planning, budgeting, governance and accountability is
strengthened through active engagement of 05 well-capacitated school councils with line
departments. The SMC of selected 5 DC schools’ capacity was built on SMC structure, advocacy,
TORs and SIP development as well as gender and violence on women. Soon after SMC trainings,
15 meetings were conducted with School Management Committees (SMC) of all selected
schools in Dubacares. In these meetings, all SMC members were sensitized to raise their issues
in an organized way at district official level through using advocacy skills and evidence based
information by activating their members and involvement in school related activities. Majority
of SMCs had a problem of SMC funds tracking. Hence, the SMCs decided to track their funds
through their concerned Sub-Divisional Officers (SDEO Education) first of all followed by visiting
to DEO Office, as a result, after detailed 8 meetings the SMC of 5 schools successfully got their
funds into their accounts.

Figure 9: Understaing SMC TORs through a chart by SMC
GGPS Sanjr BHatti

Figure 10: Brick Solling by SMC GGPS Sanjr Bhati
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The trained SMC members conducted 5 general meetings at their community level and
developed School Improvement Plans. The GPS Sijawla Magsi head teacher shared that he has
first time developed the School Improvement Plan (SIP) in his career, the training, he got on
SMC from IRC helped him a lot to carry out the activity.

Figure 12: GGPS Sanjr Bhatti SMC meeting

Figure 11: GPS Sijawal Magsi SMC meeting

The GPS Sanjr Bhati SMC installed the name plate on main gate, Wooden Outlets and
purchased motor pump for their school because it was stolen few months ago. SMC not only
included hard component activities in SIPs rather first time soft component activities are also
included in the SIPs of all selected schools, in which following are planned,
1. Enrolment Raising Sessions with parents by SMC
2. Organizing awareness sessions at school level by Lady Health Workers(LHW)
3. Celebrating National days at school and community level

Output 1.4
Evidence for change and replicability of Whole School Improvement Programme is
systematically researched and shared through biannual learning and sharing forums.
Output 2.4: Evidence based researches supplementing campaign process through sharing of
data with decision makers.
In order to obtain diverse information for evidence based research, the consultant conducted
14 focus group discussions children, teachers, SMCs, District government officials. The
researcher, Ms.Saria Shoaib tried to grasp as much information as possible through applying
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contemporary research technology and methods. Following were the major findings from
research,


There have been a number of substantial markers evidencing positive outcomes with
regard to the awareness, knowledge and understanding of girls’ education.



The increased enrolment rate of girls in the primary schools, community mobilization
regarding girls’ education, impact of teachers training, reconstruction of the schools,
and distribution of the teaching material, initiating WASH program and spreading
awareness regarding RTE are the achievements in this regard.



With the increased focus in certain areas, particularly girls’ education and participation
of female members of the communities in the reconstruction of the schools and SMCs
have brought confidence amongst community members and have encouraged them for
further participation.



Strategies such as community mobilization through SMCs have successfully spread
awareness amongst communities for RTE. Furthermore, initiatives such as conducting
JLCs have provided a platform to young children to get exposure of the life beyond
Kamber-Shahdadkot and make new experiences.



Given the limitations and social constraints in which IRC and Oxfam have functioned, an
improvement the project has accomplished is a praiseworthy achievement.
Nevertheless, the effort of promoting girls’ education and creating conducive
environment for education has a long way to go in Kamber-Shahdadkot.

Output 2.1
05 pressure groups of children as well-informed rights holders are mobilized in 36 target
districts under campaign including 19 schools of Dadu and Shahdadkot

11.Strengthening children clubs
According to article 25-A government has taken the responsibility of providing free, compulsory
& quality education to every child having age of 5 to 16 years. In this regard, it was planned to
raise awareness among students and teachers to make them able for raising their voices
towards their fundamental right declared by Sindh government on 13th Feb 2013.
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Every children club is consisted of 20 member students, in which, there used to be a junior
leader, followed by general secretary and treasurer, whereas for facilitation and meaningful
participation of children in every activity from planning to execution, the school teacher
supports to children club members in club related matters and guidance but the all initiatives
are taken by the club. Though, children clubs were formed during health and hygiene sessions
in selected 5 schools of PKNC60 but there was need to work more on internalizing the article
25A and Children Club TORs as well.

Figure 13: Children Club developing action plan at GPS Sahb
khan lashari

Figure 16: Rabia elaborating the TORs of Children Club at GGPS
Sanjr Bhatti

Figure 14: The children club members with growing trees, which
they planted in GPS Sijawal Magsi

Figure 15: IRC Facilitator explaining article 25 A and effective role
of Children Club at GGPS Sanjr Bhatti
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Hence, during reporting period, 12 sessions are conducted with 100 students of selected 5
government primary schools with 5 standard classes. The session was consisted in following
manner,
1. Introduction
2. Follow-ups of previous sessions
3. Performance of Children Clubs as per their TORs and action plans
4. Distributing Article-25 Brushers in Sindhi version
5. Discussions and Debate on school related issues
The objective of strengthening Children club members was to enable the members to
1. Providing a general platform for children to demand their basic rights from duty bearers.
2. Creating an environment where children can demand & Discuss about their rights of
education.
3. Engaging children into co-curriculum activities for internalizing the life skills based
education
Major Activities of Action Plan of Children Club
1. The children clubs in all DC Schools have developed action plans in which they have
mentioned following activities to carry out in 6th Quarter.
2. Identification of out of school children at community level
3. Sharing the list with SMC and including the issue in agenda of the children club
4. Enrolment increasing by organizing sessions and rally at community level
5. Distribution of Article 25A brochures with parents

A case Study of Courageous Girl
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Aneesa Bhatti is studying in class five at GGPs Sanjar Bhatti , she is 11 years old. Aneesa belongs
to a poor family, luckily her parents are literate and that’s reason they are determined to
educate their daughter. Not only Anisa rather her two sisters are also enrolled in the same
school. She is also an active member of children club of her school and used to promote girls
education with her relatives and neighbors always, when she is free from all chores and
responsibly. Aneesa Bhatti has burning desire to become a well educated girl and destined to
change prevalent negative perception of girls education. She thinks education is the only
weapon, through which, the social evil issues like honor killing, child marriage, underestimating
the girls and considering them exchange product. She is still afraid of two honor killing murders,
took place in her village in their neighboring community. She said that the girl, who was killed,
was her close friend and she still misses her.
She said that “though there are boy’s girls and middle schools but no one attempted for a girls
school in our community, it was IRC & Oxfam GB, which rightly selected our backward
community and provided us a beautiful school, where
we are studying now”.
She says that “the activities like interactive theatre,
children club, and participation in junior leader
conference (JLC) are the source of exposure and
confidence for us”
Though the children club has not fully active and it takes
substantial time to strengthen it but few activities are
being carried out by the club, for instance, Anisa
motivated out of school 7 girls into her school and
spreading the message of article 25-A

Figure 17: Anisa is questioning her teacher in her

“I think, everybody ignore us but we posses invisible class at GGPS Sanjr Bhatti
skills and qualities and better perform than boys, so
there is need to promote girls education and I request to Oxfam to build as many girls schools
as they can in our area”…..Aneesa Bhatti

” Its misfortune of our government primary schools that nor any kind of facilitation has been
provided to the school administration ,poor construction, no infrastructure ,unavailability of
WASH facilities, and lake of trained teaching staff has down students mind in the dump and
also consider the reason behind drop out from schools”.
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“When any organizations work in our schools for our education and provide us facilities, it
feels great and gives us motivation to get education so we request to come regular for this
kind of session in our schools”
“This is the duty of government officials to monitor the schools at regular basis but they don’t
do this due to poor monitoring mechanism which results irresponsibility in institutes and
directly keep negative impact in education .when IRC team comes to monitor the work they
have done throughout the project it makes us conscious to keep everything perfect which
proves monitoring helps to reduce irresponsible attitude of administrators”.(Mr.Bakhar Magsi
head teacher from GPS Sijawal Magsi

12. Training of whole school on health & hygiene
In pursuance of findings, obtained from WASH baseline survey and having constructed and
provided basic facilities in selected 5 schools, 10 sessions on WASH were started in all DC
schools. Each session was made interactive for the children, for instance, the key messages on
hygiene were disseminated through puppet shows, Drawing, Theatre, School Transact Walk,
Slogan development and Body Mapping activities. Hence, the field team found it most effective
way of mobilizing the children to inculcate the hygiene practices at home and their school.
During follow up sessions, it was observed that children themselves had made wooden and
paper dustbins and the classrooms seemed neat and clean. Except few students, whole school
children were neat and tidy and actively participated in studies.
As a reward for hygienic students, 527 kits, comprised of a nail cutter, soap and a paste with a
tooth brush, were also distributed among regular 527 students.
The kits were purchased locally from an under spent amount of RS.106175 in the head of
Training of whole school on health and hygiene and dissemination of key messages. It is
expected that provision of hygiene kits would bring behavioral changes in school children.
In order to avoid spreading of communicable diseases in children, the children were strictly
prohibited not to share their tooth brush and even their nail cutters with other family
members. The same instructions were repeated by their concerned class teachers as well.
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Figure 19 health and hygiene session at sanjar bhatti

Figure 18 Student is sharing her views regarding session

During distribution of kits, all SMC members and parents were also invited to observe the
distribution process and ensure the hygiene practices at home as well. All the kits were
distributed through parents.

Figure 21 Parents are distributing kits amongst their children

Figure 20 Students are happy to receive kits

“I haven’t got any gift from any one, this is my first gift given by Dubai cares I liked it a lot and
now I will keep myself clean by using this kit and also tell to my siblings about this session
and gift who are absent from school today(Nasiban class five from GGPS Sanjar Bhatti)
“The kits did well on hygiene of children and on the second of distribution, the students
came entered into their classrooms with great improvement , which was hardly seen before,
all students got their teeth brushed, nails cut and hair was combed well and till today they
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are following these practice and enrollment has also increased. Such surprises of gifts attract
students a lot and motivate them towards healthy habits”
(Hameeda Bhatti Head teacher GGPS Sanjar Bhatti)
“After getting the session on health and hygiene, girls are keeping toilets more clean than
before toilets were smelling bad no one want to go in but now they understand the
importance of hygiene and each student is keeping toilet clean after using” Para teacher Safia
Bhatti from GGPS Sanjar Bhatti

Lessons Learnt














The project was owned by the district officials due to their engagement at all levels ie;
supervisors to District Education Officer, in all project activities since project inception
to end.
The grafting of another project ie; PKNC59, facilitated Dubaicares project activities and
the benefits reached to maximum children and other stakeholders cost effectively
The idea of plantation and wall chalking was much more appreciated by not only the
students and teachers rather the district officials
Introduction of handrails in newly rehabilitated schools created an inclusive
environment in DC schools
Due to limited field staff and grafted project activities of PKNC59, the quality of the
project was compromised many times
The idea of testing the construction material from mehran university laboratory enabled
to measure the quality of material being used
The children clubs got exposure and life skills information by participating in junior
leader conference (JLC), held at Karachi by WE CAN and IRC at Khairpur
Participation of children clubs in SMC training workshop remained useful
Learning & sharing forums, held at Islamabad by Oxfam GB, helped to understand the
work & strategy of Oxfam GB’s other partners
There should have been a specific budget for SC Alliance linkages with government
officials and formation and strengthening of the children clubs for advocacy initiatives
The DC schools tender should have been advertised in national newspapers, the grafting
of the tendering with PKNC59 affected the transparency and accountability
The joint workshops for PKNC59 & PKN60 projects remained useful and cost effective
strategy
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11. Issues and Challenges







Limited Resources and field staff
To face lethargic attitude of school administration
Women participation in urban areas
Enrolment Tracking
Slow work of contractors
Grafted tender activity of DC & Top
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